
a science learning museum 
with hands-on experience



Khoj is one of its kind dynamic science museum with 
ever changing exhibits. An interactive exhibit linking 
science with our daily lives through the medium of 
experiments, art and innovation; a direct window into 
the functionality of science phenomena.

We spur innovation and enthusiasm amongst children 
by means of inquiry-based learning system in the form 
of various hands on activities and experiments which 
are essentially self-exploratory and fun in nature.  

About KHOJ

Khoj, an urban knowledge space promotes the idea 
to innovate, experiment and explore for everyone. 

The aim is to take education outside the four walls 
making it more relevant to our everyday lives and 
further forming an enriching sustainable community. 
The initiative is focused on making children more 
focused on our surroundings and how we can combine 
art, science and innovation to lead a brighter future. 

Reason to Visit Khoj!



Khoj is in its second year of operation and the museum is focusing 
on the concept of becoming a mission and impact-based institution 
focusing on the issues and challenges faced by the city, country 
and the world. The new exhibits focused in the museum are:

plastic play

reconnecting with soil 

climate change

khoj Phase 2: 
The environmental cycle

Our exhibit aims to educate 
and understand the manmade 
material plastic. It showcases 
various processes and 
information on plastic as a 
material, its chemical 
properties, process of making 
plastic products and 
segregation of plastics 
through hands-on activities, 
interactive games and 
experiments. Our dependency 
on plastic needs to be 
redefined and hence, our 
exhibits further display waste 
recycling and its 
sustainability; finally taking 
away its 'single use' tag.

Soil is an important living 
system on Earth and we 
would like visitors to get their 
hands dirty to learn more 
about various layers of soil, 
soil formation, presence of 
microorganisms inside and the 
variety of soils in our country. 
India being an agricultural 
based land, it is important we 
know more about farming. A 
special focus has been 
provided on the subjects such 
as water, soil erosion and 
practising seed plantation. A 
soil lab set up to gain in depth 
knowledge by experimenting 
with soil.

We are all equally facing the 
brunt of climate change; from 
increasing temperatures to 
rising sea levels, melting of ice 
and draughts. Our exhibit will 
take you on a journey of 
scientific methods of 
understanding climate change 
by performing various 
experiments. Our actions 
have caused irreversible 
damage to the climate and 
Earth. Hence, we have a 
display of local initiatives 
being taken from people 
around the country and globe 
to mitigate climate change.

plastic play reconnecting with soil climate change



Our first year saw more than 18000 happy visitors. 
Our exhibits took them to the outer space, a series 
of moving images, playing at our house of bubbles 
and the journey in the sky. We had little wizards 
walk out with much knowledge and joy. 

our journey so far

Feeding the inquisitive 
young minds since 2018



KHOJ MUSEUM & VEDHSHALA
Near Naranpura Crossing, Naranpura, Ahmedabad - 380013

Contact Details: 6352998992     

Time: 11am- 6pm; Tuesday to Sunday

To know more, visit website: www.khojmuseum.org

E-mail: khojmuseum@gmail.com     

Facebook & Instagram: khojmuseum  

How to make a booking: Call > Book > Visit



partnership opportunities and value proposition 
Khoj Museum is expected to benefit 
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